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Abstract
When recognizing multiple fonts, geometric features,
such as the directional information of strokes, are generally
robust against deformation but are weak against degradation. This paper describes a category-dependent feature extraction method that uses a feature compensation technique
to overcome this weakness. Our proposed method estimates
the degree of degradation of an input pattern by comparing
the input pattern and the template of each category. This
estimation enables us to compensate the degradation in feature values. We apply the proposed method to the recognition of video text suffering from degradation and deformation. Recognition experiments using characters extracted
from videos show that the proposed method is superior to
the conventional alternatives in resisting degradation.

1. Introduction
The technical barriers to recognizing characters are
mainly due to degradation, such as background noise, and
deformation, like the variation in fonts. Most conventional
character recognition methods have tackled either one or the
other. For overcoming degradation, some methods design
templates that reflect the degradation type anticipated [6,
19, 3]. Moreover a robust discriminant function for recognizing degraded characters was proposed in [16, 15]. Unfortunately, these methods are sensitive to shape distortion,
since they employ image-based template matching. They
fail to well handle multiple fonts and several style effects.
On the other hand, geometric features are often used for recognizing multiple fonts. Stroke direction, e.g. [2, 17, 20], is
particularly effective against character deformation. However, geometric features are not robust against degradation,
because the geometric information is corrupted by degradation. Some methods try to compensate the corruption by
assuming the type of degradation [14, 12]. They, however,

are not effective when the assumption is invalid. This suggests the impracticality of determining stroke or noise from
just the pixel distribution in the input pattern.
Our approach is to focus on a category-dependent
method based on the top-down approach. One categorydependent method, a shape normalization method, has been
proposed for tackling the deformation problem [18]. On the
other hand, in an earlier paper, the author has proposed a
basic concept of category-dependent feature extraction to
achieve robustness against degradation [13]. In this paper,
we improve this method and apply it to the recognition of
video text that contains degradation (background noise and
blur) and deformation (multiple fonts). Our method estimates the degree of degradation of the input pattern on the
basis of the variation in run-length distribution. Exploiting
the template of each category enables to extract the runlength variation. The fluctuation in feature values caused
by degradation is then offset by the estimation of a compensation coefficient.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes
related work and the key issues in the recognition of video
text. Section 3 presents a directional feature and our proposed method. Experimental results are reported in section
4. Section 5 summarizes this paper and lists future work.

2. Video text recognition
2.1. Needs and related work
It’s increasingly common to receive video data through
multi-channel broadcasts on TV, by DVD, and through the
broadband Internet via PCs. However, it’s very difficult
to fully grasp the contents of the material and locate the
contents that meet the user’s need from among the huge
video archives, so technologies to browse and retrieve video
archives are strongly needed. In response to these needs,
various video retrieval methods, e.g. [1, 9, 5], have been
proposed. The video data contains several information
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sources such as image and audio. Among them, text that
is superimposed or appears in a video is important in understanding the video’s contents. For example, headline and
location names are common in news programs. In sports
programs, captions often provide game scores and player
names. Therefore, the recognition of video text provides semantic information and enables video content to be parsed,
indexed, and retrieved.
Although several methods for video text recognition
have been proposed, most, e.g. [9, 4, 8], are focused on locating and extracting text in/from video. Few papers have
tackled the recognition of text extracted from video [11, 10].
In this paper we discuss the recognition of text extracted
from video frames.

A part of a frame with
text
.

Characters extracted
from the above frame.

Figure 1. A part of video frame with text and
extracted characters.

3. Feature compensation
This section describes the directional feature used and
the algorithm of our proposed method.

2.2. Characteristics of video text
Characters extracted from binarized video frames suffer
from degradation such as background noise and blur, and
deformation due to the variety of fonts and style effects. To
investigate the attributes of characters extracted from video,
we gathered samples of characters, many of which were
extracted from news programs, using the method proposed
in [7]. Table 1 shows the summation of image quality types
for the samples1 .

3.1. Directional feature
Geometric features that extract stroke direction are effective for discriminating multiple fonts. For example, the
direction contributivity2 [2] and LSD [17, 20], which are
based on stroke run-length, are robust against deformation.
The direction contributivity di (i = 1, ..., 4) is given by

4
di = l i /
lj 2
(1)
j=1

Table 1. Analysis result of video text samples.
Type of Image quality
clean / slight noise
background noise
blur
subtractive noise / lack of stroke
low spatial resolution
unique style font / style effect
fluctuation in height/width ratio
mis-normalization by noise
Sum

Number
7,779
2,055
84
204
68
523
62
471
11,246

Ratio[%]
69.2
18.3
0.7
1.8
0.6
4.7
0.5
4.2
100

where l1 , l2 , l3 , and l4 denote the run-lengths on the horizontal, right diagonal, vertical, and left diagonal directions
at each black pixel, respectively. Let dm,i be the direction
contributivity as components of feature vector for the m-th
block obtained by partitioning a pattern. Let lm,i be the runlength yielded by averaging li on the m-th block. dm,i can
be computed as follows;
Step 1: The input pattern is divided into N × N blocks.
Step 2: li is extracted at each black pixel.
Step 3: lm,i is calculated by averaging li on each block.

This paper tackles background noise and blur, the main
causes of poor recognition accuracy, and deals with them
in the same manner from the view point that both increase
the pixel number. Background noise, often similar to blobs,
is caused by misjudging background region as character region due to similar properties such as color or size. Blur
is derived from the low spatial resolution of the image and
inappropriate threshold used in binarizing the video frame.
Figure 1 shows a part of a video frame and characters extracted from the binarized frame.
1 Even

though most samples exhibited several types in image quality,
only the dominant type was counted.

Step 4: dm,i is computed from Eq. (1) using lm,i .
Here we use N = 8. Figure 2 shows an example of direction contributivity extraction from an input pattern.

3.2. Basic idea of compensation
As degradation and deformation models, one can express
a feature vector extracted from an input pattern (input vector) F  as follows;
F  = A · F + B,
2 Contributivity

(2)

means the degree of contribution in stroke direction.
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l4

l2

l3

pensating the fluctuation in feature values. The sequence of
feature compensation is shown in Figure 3 (a).
The compensation mentioned above produces feature
vectors for every each category from the input pattern. The
input pattern is classified by calculating distances between
the input vector and the reference vector of each category.
By comparison, conventional methods usually extract just
one feature vector from the input pattern for classification.
The procedure in classification is illustrated in Figure 3 (b).

l1
Input pattern

Enlarged part

Run-length

N blocks

N blocks

Partitioning

4

3

2
1

Original
feature

Input
pattern

Scanning direction

Compensated
feature

Compensation

Figure 2. Direction contributivity feature.
Degradation estimation

Pattern
comparison

Here operator A can be regarded as the degree of degradation of the input pattern. On the basis of Eq. (3), we try
to acquire the compensation coefficient (= 1/A ) by estimating the degree of degradation of the input pattern. This
estimation enables us to obtain the approximate feature vector by compensating the degraded feature vector.
The key to estimating the degree of degradation is using
the variation in run-length distribution of the input pattern.
The variation of run-length depends on the degree of degradation, and increases with the pattern degradation. Therefore, the degree of degradation can be estimated by extracting the degree of variation in run-length distribution. As
mentioned before, it’s impractical to estimate the variant
condition from just pixel distribution in the input pattern.
To realize this estimation, we exploit the template of
each category. Comparing the input pattern to the template
of each category enables us to calculate the variation of runlength against the focused category. However, it should be
noted that using run-length distribution extracted from just
the local part tends to result in failure. The reason is that
many local parts of different categories have similar properties, particularly if the input pattern is degraded. Therefore, we estimate the degree of degradation not only from
the local parts but also the total pattern. Adjusting the local estimation against the global estimation provides an appropriate compensation coefficient for the focused part. In
summary, combining the local and global estimations based
on the pattern comparison enables us to extract an approximate feature vector even from degraded characters by com-

Input
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Conventional
method

Input
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vector
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...

(3)

Proposed
method

...

F  = A · F + B  A · F.

(a) Sequence of feature extraction using compensation.

...

where F is a feature vector extracted from a clean pattern
without degradation or deformation. Operator A mainly
represents deformation, while B is derived from degradation such as background noise. Because it’s impossible to
directly obtain F with no prior information, we approximate Eq. (2) as follows:

part
( onoverlocal
pattern

FC

Reference
vector

(b) Classification procedure.

Figure 3. Concept of the proposed method.

3.3. Procedure details
This part fleshes out the algorithm of the proposed
method: the template of each category, the definitions of
the degree of degradation on part and total pattern, and the
feature compensation procedure.
As the template of each category, we use the directional
stroke run-length that allows features on each direction to be
compensated. The templates are obtained as follows: The
averaged stroke run-length lm,i is calculated using steps 1 ∼
3 in section 3.1. The run-length vectors used as the template
c
) is then obtained by averaging
for the c-th category L̄c (¯lm,i
lm,i from all training samples of the c-th category; where
c (= 1, ..., C) denotes the category number.
The degree of degradation on the blocks as the local parts
and over the complete pattern is defined as follows: The degree of degradation on the focused block is defined as the
variation in run-length distribution within the block; This is
obtained by calculating the ratio between the run-length distribution of the input pattern and that of the template of the
c-th category. The stroke run-length lm,i for the i-th direction on the m-th block is calculated from the input pattern
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using the approach mentioned above. By using lm,i and
¯lc , the degree of degradation on the m-th block against
m,i
the c-th category, pcm,i , is given by
pcm,i =



(lm,i −
c
(¯lm,i
−

¯lc )/lm,i
m,i
c
lm,i )/¯lm,i

¯lc )
m,i

(lm,i >
otherwise.

(4)

pcm,i approaches 1 as the input pattern become degraded or
dissimilar. pcm,i becomes 0 for the comparison of same patterns. On the other hand, the degree of degradation over the
complete pattern is defined as the average of the degrees on
all blocks. The global degree of degradation against the c-th
category, g c , is given by
c

N 2 4

g =

m=1

4·

i=1
N2

pcm,i

(0 < g c < 1).

(5)

g c expresses the dissimilarity for the complete pattern between the input pattern and the template of the c-th category.
A feature value varied by degradation is compensated
with pci,x,y and g c in each block. A new feature value
against the c-th category, dcm,i , is obtained by compensating dm,i as follows:
dcm,i = (1 − (1 − g c ) · pcm,i ) · dm,i .

(6)

Through the use of g c , the degree of compensation is adjusted so as to avoid over compensating the feature values to
the point that they resemble those of an incorrect/dissimilar
category. Substituting dcm,i for dm,i yields the components
of the feature vector against the c-th category. Finally, C
feature vectors are obtained by repeating the above procedure for every category.
Figure 4 visualizes the horizontal and vertical feature
values in the direction contributivity obtained using compensated technique and that based on the original feature
for the character with background noise. The compensated
feature yielded by the proposed method still retains stroke
direction and suppresses the influence of background noise.

Input pattern

Horizontal Vertical

Horizontal Vertical

Compensated feature

Original feature

Figure 4. Feature values of the compensated
and original features.

4. Recognition experiments
4.1. Data and experimental conditions
We used the following data in the recognition experiments. As the training data set, we used 67 fonts of machine printed Kanji characters from 3,190 categories. As
the test data set for evaluating robustness against noise and
blur, 9,918 samples were selected from the data set mentioned in section 2.2; They contained 7,779 clean/slightly
noisy characters and 2,139 noisy and blurred ones.
Each character was normalized into 64 × 64 pixels. Each
feature vector consisted of 256 dimensional components (8
× 8 blocks × 4 directions). The dictionary was constructed
by averaging features from the training samples for each
category. Euclidean distance was used as the classifier.

4.2. Experimental results and discussion
We compared the compensated feature yielded by our
proposed method to the original feature and the imagebased method3 . Figure 5 shows classification rates of the
three methods for (a) the data containing only background
noise and blur, and (b) all test data. The compensated feature achieved about 10% better classification rates than the
original one for the data (a). In particular, for the top ten
candidates, the compensated feature yielded 34% fewer errors than the original feature. Moreover, the compensated
feature yields about 2% better classification rates than the
other methods for data set (b); this represents a 30% fewer
errors for the top ten candidates. These results prove that
our method can effectively offset the variation in features
caused by degradation without lowering the recognition accuracy for clean data. On the other hand, the image-based
method offered the lowest accuracy among the three methods due to its sensitivity and weakness to the distortion created by the variety of fonts and styles.
Figures 6 shows examples recognized correctly by the
proposed method which were recognized erroneously by the
conventional alternatives (correct result by the compensated
feature ← erroneous result by the original one). With regard
to these examples, the proposed method effectively compensates the fluctuation in directional information caused
by background noise and blur, and so avoids erroneousness.
One advantage of our method is that the classifier can be
freely selected. By comparison, conventional and categoryindependent methods [14, 11] set the compensation procedure in the classification stage, so it is difficult to change the
classifiers specified.
3 Each pixel value of a character (64 × 64 pixels) was used as feature
values.
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Figure 5. Classification rates for test data set.

Figure 6. Characters recognized by the proposed method.

5. Conclusion
We have proposed a feature compensation technique that
is based on a category-dependent method, and have applied
it to the recognition of video text exhibiting varying levels of background noise and blur. Our method estimates
the degree of degradation of the input pattern by exploiting a template of each category. This estimation enables
the adaptive compensation of fluctuated feature values extracted from degraded characters. It was applied to the directional feature based on stroke run-length for extracting
approximate feature values. Recognition experiments using
characters extracted from videos showed that our proposed
method achieves higher classification rates than the original alternatives of the original feature and the image-based
method.
Future works are to examine an iterative compensation
procedure, and to expand our method to achieve robustness
against subtractive noise.
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